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Protest Rally
Rescheduled
blaw to a prior
Franebwo
loat of the San
park" elinimisbion to it tiched. wed piace rally hi Union
square. the proposed Young
gepublicau protest rally of
r.s. brutalities in Katanga
reacheihiled from to11111 he
morrou to Saturday. Jan. 20,
A 111:10) a.m. in the S.F.
roan Square, according to
lion Sire hard, Y.R. exesiuthe hoard member.
The rally is twine organaol I* the Bay Area Student Committee for Ratango. The Y.R.’s voted to supand participate in the
rally at their Tuesday night
meeting.
Students wishing to attend
the rally should meet at Seventh and sail Carlini on Saturday, Jan. 20, at 9 o’clock,
according to Birehard.
A faculty member fr
the Unhersity of California
’ will he a featured speaker
. at the rally, stated Biechard.
"Approximately 200 to SOO
people are tairwcted and we
will have radio-televlsionpress coverage," lw added.
’ The Y.R.’s passed an unanimous resolution In Decenther condemning the U.N. tor
Its "brutal and undemocratic
action in its assault on the
nation of Katanga."
) "The Katangan people
want to he independent while
cooperating anti the Congolese central government,"
, commented Birchard. "The
IN. talks about self-determination for nations, hut
does not act aecordingly."

Ishombe Charges
Congolese Troops
With 1000 Deaths
l’10:11,1.1.:. The Congo
UP1)- Kattinga President Moise
Tshomhe today charged that central Congolese troops had massacred 1000 civilians at Kongolo
lit northwestern Katanga
He also accused the Central
Congolese soldiers of raping "hundreds" of women in the area near
the juncture of Kivu and Kasai
proriences.
Tshombe made the charges at
a news conference. He said many
of the women were murdered after
being assaulted by the troops.
Fighting was still going on in
Kongolo between Katangese gendamerie and the Congolese troops
he said.
gongolit an important north
gatanga rail junction, was captured earlier this month by Central Congolese forces.
Tshombe saal the leading chief
in the arta, Moni Kabwe, had
been "mutilated" by the soldiers
inim Leopold\ ilie, He said Kabwe
had an 4111 cut off and was now
1 ii 11.0 Montville.

SR To Be Host
For 4 Delegations
lie San Jose State
%lege chapter of Sigma Delta
lit national professional
journalt1 society, to act
as host to del1tatiots. from four western states
11 a rectorial SDX conference in
day has }siert
accepted, the memXIS learnt at a meeting
Wednes11tY night .
The announcement was made
by
laY Spangler. publisher of the
kwood City Tribune and direcor of Becton
11 of Sigma Delta
hi Which
covers California.
,ilzotta. Nevada and Hawaii.
The date for the
conference has
een Set for May 12 with sessions
eing conducted in the Journalism
r Advertising
department’s fp,
osiers and
other locations 4,1’
he enthrals.
In conjunction with
the con stare will be the
annual Sigma
ielta Chi
"Deadline Dinner,"
hieh sill
feature a prominent
Peaiter in the communications
led rind the
announcement of
Slat
"Faculty Alan of the Year."
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’Lament’ Wins ’SJS Dept.
Scheduled
Kaucher Award For Check

By AlICREY MINTON
Luis Miguel Valdez’s presentation of "Lament for The Death of
A Bullfighter" by Federico Garcia
Lorca was judged winner of the
Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation contest yesterday.
The $50 traditional award was
presented to Valdez by Dr.
Dorothy Kaucher, professor emeritus of speech, following a decision
reached by judges Frederick Load wick, assistant professor of music,
Dr. Vio Powell and Dr. Esther
Shepard, professor emeritus, English department.
Other contestants were Linda
Berry, Carolyn Reed Dunn, Susan
Evers, Dennis Fimple, Russell
Holcomb, Nancie Niederholzer,
and Elizabeth Sauer,
BEGAN WITH $150
The Dorothy Kaucher award, in
its 10th year, got its start with a
$150 anonymous gift used for an
oral interpretation award by the
department, according to the contest chairman Mrs. Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, assistant professor of speech.
The donor indicated that the gift
was presented in honor of Dr.
Kaucher’s outstanding contributions to the oral interpretation
section of the speech department,
Mrs. Mitchell reported.
Before Dr. Kaucher announced
the winner yesterday she told the
overflow audience that she alvvays
hoped that someday when she
went to her mail box instead of
finding a PG&E bill she would
find a $50,000 check from a former student who had become
"fabulously wealthy" as the results of the principles she had
taught him.
$1000 CHECK
With the money, Dr. Kaucher
asserted that she would like to
present a $1000 check to the winners of the Oral Interpretation
contest each time, instead of $50.
The winner, a 21 -year-old senior
from San Jose, is majoring in
English. Following the contest he
revealed that he had translated
the entire reading from the orig-

SJS Prof
Featured
On KNTV
Thomas Coke, asistant professor of speech, will be featured in
"What Do You Hear," this week’s
Program on "Perspective," college
television program.
Professor Coke will discuss
means of identifying hearing
problems in children at pre-school
and public school levels, screening
tests, employment of audiometers.
and the Galvanic Skin Response.
a machine that tests certain response to stimuli by means of
prior conditioning.
Aiding the professor in the pr
gramwill be SJS students: Rollo))
Silveira, Janice Callender, Chart’ Creighton and Wendell Ross, audiometrist with Santa Clara county schools.
The program will be on KNTV,
channel 11, tomorrow at 12 noon.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stewart, assistant professor of English continues
her interviefs with foreign students this week on "ShowcaseSJS," the student -directed radio
program.
Music from past performances
of the music department and a
roundup of news concerning the
college and community will also
be presented on the program
which is aired Sunday at 9:30
p.m., on station KLOK.

Deadline for Photos
Today is the final day for makeup photos for seniors and Greeks
who have not had their pictures
taken for the 1962 La Torre.
Pictures will he taken in the
College Union, 315 S. Ninth at.,
according to Mike Sanders, La
Tore business manager.

inal :Spanish himself. Valdez read
part of his selection in Spanish.
Valdez said that he had spent
time in Mexico with his grandparents and was interested in
writing about the Mexigan people
in Central California.
After graduation Valdez plans
to teach English in Mexico then
return to central California and
"get involved in things." Valdez
remarked that
the "Mexican
people need representatives."
"I want to be a playwright of
the Mexican people and put them
into literature," Valdez declared.
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of SJS’ Engineering divLsion will
be in the hands of a team of six
engineering and industrial authozities Monday and Tuesday when
it inspects the division as representatives of the Engineers’ Council for Profesional Development.
The visiting team will inspect
the Civil Engineering and Electrical Engineering departments of
the division for re-accreditation.
These departments were first accredited by ECPD in 1959.
Initial accreditation of the division as a whole will be considered after its remaining departments are inspected by the ECPD
representatives. Included are the
Chemical, Industrial, Mechanical
and Metallurgical Engineering departments.
COUNT UEBELOHE-ZABERNSEE, played by
Peter Nyberg, watches the action from behind.
DEPARTMENTS UNIQUE
Robert Browning (center), is once again capti"The Marriage of Mr. Mississippi" begins its 6 SJS is currently the only state
vated by the lovely Vanessa, portrayed by Donna
day run tonight at 8:15 in the College Theater,
college in California with accredRae Stinecipher, while her husband Morales,
ited departments within its Engineering division, according to Norman 0. Gunderson, dean of the
Engineering division.
The only other accredited engineering programs in California are
offered by the University of California at Las Angeles, University
of Southern California, University
of California at Berkeley and thel
California Institute of Technology.’
Accreditation is expected to give
SJS engineering graduates advantages in job placement and opporN1ARIE LOPEZ
pretation. J. Wendell Johnson has
Ronald Magno
portrays
tunities for membership in profesThe Speech and Drama depart- designed the setting and Kenneth \ Diego, minister of jastice, and
sional organizations.
R. Dorst is in charge of lighting. Lane Hecker, Lucretia, the maid.
I The ECPD committee will re- ment’s last production of the fall Berneice Prisk has designed the The citizens committee
consists
view the division’s faculty, admin- semester, "The Marriage of Mr. costumes, both in realistic and ’ of Martha Johns.
Louise Picchi
istration, facilities and methods of Mississippi," opens tonight at 8:15 nonrealistic style.
land Carole Warren.
! instruction, curriculum and rec- p.m. in the College theater.
The play is an unusual comedy
The ensemble of pantomime
ords of the division’s graduates.
The experimental play, written about three men who wanted to players are Kathleen Robinson.
INDIVIDUAL REPORTS
change the world or save it, or Gina Wyckoff. Andre Neu, H.
Members of the visiting team by contemporary Swiss dramatist both, according to Dr. Neeson. The Donald Funk, Garry Safford.
will send individual reports of oh- Friedrich Durrenmatt, will be re- play has several meanings, the 1 George Snow. Eugene Grayson
setwations, facts and recommenda- peated tomorrow night and runs main one of which is that fanatics, and Lynn Flamm.. Ladies of lhe
tions for action to the education Wednesday through Saturday.
no matter what they focus on, ballet include Sharon Cressio,
and accreditation committee of
Directed by Dr. Jack H. Neeson, destroy themselves and their florbara Garner and Sherri Enten.
ECPD. The latter committee re- the presentation will feature an world.
Tickets for "The Marriage of
views the reports and makes rec- original musical score, written
The main cast includes Peter alr. Mississippi" are now on sale
ommendations to the ECPD coun- especially for the play by Prof. Nyberg) as Morales. Donna Rae in the College Theater INA iaiee
cil which makes the final decision, Stanley Hollingsworth of the mu- Stinecipher as ValleSSa, Robert daily from 1 to 5 p.m. General
of whether or not the departments sic department.
Browning ;is Count Uebelone and admission is $1 and 30 cents for
;Is Rene St. Claude. students.
receive accreditation.
Gerald Pro,
Almost as complicated as the
musical score is the sound which
was worked up by Mark Thay.r Prof To Leave . . .
Pre -Reg Deadline
Today is the final day of pre- and James Wood. Choreography
registration for majors in natural was created by Margaret Lawler
departscience and pre-professional sci- of the physical education
ence and science-teaching majors ment.
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY
and minors. Pre-medical and preThe staging of "Mr. Mississippi"
dental majors are included.
Students majoring in these fields has proven especially difficult
most have conferred with their from the technical angle. FlashAn internal sun ey of Hawaii’s effort to cif in up the controversey.
advisers on next semester’s class back scenes will be portrayed Department of Social Services is
The professor outlined his plans
a
behind
pantomimes
through
pre-regto
eligible
be
program to
currently being conducted by the for the survey to social service
to
effort
an
in
process
screen
noon
12
to
a.m.
ister in S242, 8:30
head of SJS’ Industrial Relations employees as a "commitment
achieve a more meaningful interand 1 to 4:30 p.m.
department, Dr. Edward P. Shaw, level" review which would deterprofessor of business. Dr. Shaw is mine their working level. He estiin Hawaii on a year’s leave of mated the study would require
absence.
from 30-45 days.
While on the islands, Dr. Shaw
Hawaii’s Gov. William F. Quinn
is also teaching ito the University
of Hawaii’s business and economics department
He was
month
$20
per
nificer
Personnel
A proposal that 12 pcAitions,
recommended for the department
month
per
$20
justice
Chief
mast of them ASB offices, he subwavy by college officals after
Public relations
sidized was made by Brent Davis,
they learned he had just commonth
per
$20
officer
ASH president, at Wednesday’s
pleted a survey of management
Recording
Student Council meeting.
and personnel practices.
month
per
$10
secrettuy
The proposal was referred to a
iseadreallsolaikeiallogiOulaar
Corresponding
special committee composed of the
. $10 per month
secretary
finance and athletic committees
for consideration and report next Student Council members
$2 to $4 per council meeting
week.
Spartan Daily
"A subsidy would tend to bring
$50 per month
Editor
about a more businesslike alti-,
pry
of I
for i he
Business
tude and help to do away with;I
month
per
$50
manager
lethargy,"I
perennial
some of the
girls’ blouses
he said.
girls’ wet:Eters
"I personally feel that this vv,r’
Improve the effectiveness of
men s sweaters
administration," he added.
suits & sportcoots
He emphasized, however, that
Women sII dens so shitl.. to apsport
shirts
"I am open to anyone who might ply for positions on the Associated
DR. EDWARD P. SHAW
cord pants
wish to prove how we can get bet- Women Students’ Judicial board
. . . conducts Hawaii survey
plain front slacks
ter results without remunerations." may pick up applications today
At the present time, the office through Wednesday at the activi- ordered the survey last October II,
jackets, raincoats
of ASH president Ls the only one ties office. Adm242, according to an effort to get to the bottom hi!
receiving a subsidy in the form of Barbara Barnard, first vice presi- criticisms aimed at the departin short . . . everything
ment after its director fired an
a $1000 scholarship paid in month- dent.
in the store . . .
ly amounts of $100 each.
Three positions on the board are Island prison warden.
The following positions are the open, one for a semester and two
Several of the state’s legisla
2 for 1
ones that Davis recommended be for a year.
live leaders demanded an invest,
a
posts
the
subsidized:
for
gation
of
"low
morale
conditions
To he eligible
$50 per month woman must have a 2.35 or above In the department’s public went.
Vice president
month
per
$30
secretary
Exec.
division after the warden’s oustei
grade point average,
121 So. 4th
Dr. Shaw was employed to mak,
Attorney general $30 per month
The interviews will be held
a survey of the department in ii .01111911119011111191111191119111101106111111911901911111191.$30 Per Muth Thursday and Friday.
Treasurer

Final Production

LUIS MIGUEL VALDEZ
. .
Kaucher victor

Architectural
Competition
Suggested
A resolu I ion sugges I ing that
Student Council request action
permitting ftee competition between private and state architects
was submitted to the council by
Ron Birchen’, senior representative, Wednesday.
The resolution, which was tabled for one week and given to
Val Lower), sophomore representative, requested action by the California legislature, State College
board of tiustees, Chancellor Buell
Gallagher or Pres. John T. Wahlquist on the matter.
The subject was taken to council, according to the resolution, because the structural design of several state colleges, notably San
Jose State, has been criticized by
leading architects and legislators.
It’ stated the principal designer
of the criticized buildings is the
California depaitment of architecture.

Vets Vouchers Due
During Finals Week
Korean veterans’ attendance vouchers are to be signed
the week of finals, John Montgomery, registrar, announced.
January’s check, usually arriving around Feb. 20, will be delayed several weeks because the
V.A. will not accept January
vourhers until after the spring
semester registration, Montgomery
said.
This is due to a V.A. decision
to avoid over-payments, accordingly, the January checks will net
be mailed until after Feb. 29, the
registrar indicated.
Returning spring semester students will be paid from Jan. 1
through 31 and receive payment
for the full month of February,
Montgomery said.
If a student is not returning, he
will receive payment through Fell,
2. This will be indicated on the attendanee voucher for January by
the Korean Vets clerk.

SJS ’Marriage’ Play
To Make Debut Toni ht

Indust. Relations Head
Taking Hawaii Survey

Davis Proposes Subsidizing
Of 12 SJS Student Positions

SALE
2

3 Posts Available
On Judicial Board
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’Reward’ Letter
Not Unanimous

By MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor
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Movie ’Autobiography’
Of Hemingway Shot
(Editor’s Note. UPI Hollywood
writer Rick Du Brow went to Mellen,
Wis., where a movie company is filming a motion picture based on the
early years of author Ernest Hemingway. In two dispatches, of which this
is the first, Du Brow tells of the picture and its impact on this area.)
By RICK DU BROW
United Press Hollywood Writer
MELLEN, Wis. s UPI) -Hollywood, which offended Ernest
Hemingway in his lifetime with
Its adaptations of his works, is
going all out to pay him posthumous tribute in a movie many
will consider an autobiography
of his early years.
The picture, being shot here
and in Italy, is entitled "Adventures of a Young Man," and is
based on 10 of Hemingway’s
"Nick Adams" short stories,
which were inspired by the writer’s experiences in growing up.
And to give the film added
authority, producer Jerry Wald
has hired as chief scripter A. E.
Hotchner. Hemingway’s personal
friend and adapter for television.
The Nick Adams stories were
written by Hemingway in Paris
in the early 1920s and derived
from his adventures in his home
town of Oak Park, Ill., and in
Italy, where he drove a Red
Cross ambulance in World War I.
The only major stipulation
Hemingway insisted on before
granting rights to the movie, according to Hotchner, "is that
there would be no attempt to
make these stories autobiographical." Officials at 20th Century.
Fox have complied by not publicizing the film as Hemingway’s
personal story.
Said Hotchner: "Hemingway
said Nick Adams bore the same
relationship to him that Huck
Finn did to Mark Twain. He was
very definite in saying it was not
the story of his boyhood.
"Over the years, of course,
critics have said it is a verbatim
account of what he did. And it
Is true that his early life paralleled the stories. He did live in
a small town; he did summer at
a lake near here; his father was

a doctor; his mother a clubwoman; he did run away from
home, and he did go to Italy to
join the army. But he felt that
by fictionalizing it, it was no
longer autobiography."
Hotchner verified that Hemingway was upset by movietown treatment of his stories.
He said:
"The only movie he tolerated
was ’The Killers.’ The rest he
thought were terrible junk. In
’The Snows of Kilimanjaro,’ for
instance they threw in a little
of ’For Whom the Bell Tolls,’
and the hero walked off into the
sunset. They ought to have had
a fairly good movie from ’To
Have and Have Not,’ but they
used hardly a word of it as I remember. And as for ’The Sun
Also Rises," Hemingway felt that
any movie in which Errol Flynn
emerges as the best character is
in trouble."
Why, then, did Hemingway
agree to "Adventures of a Young
Man?"
"Several years ago," said
Hotchner, "I took five of the
Adams stories and put them together for a CBS-TV show called
’Seven Lively Arts,’ Hemingway
didn’t see them at first, but later
he asked to And he said, ’You
got as close to the boy as I did.’
I considered it a fine compliment. He thought this story
needed the movies, the wide
camera. And he often mentioned
the telecast disposed him favorably to it."
The movie is being directed by
Martin Ritt. who guided ’The
Long, Hot Summer." Richard
Beymer, 22, who scored big in
the film version of "West Side
Story," plays the "young man."
Others in the cast are Paul Newman, Susan Strasberg, Dan Dailey, Diane Baker, Arthur Kennedy, Ricardo Montalban, Jessica
Tandy, Eli Wallach, Juano Hernandez and Fred Clark.
Hotchner said Beymer was
chosen after Hemingway’s death.
He said the writer rarely discussed actors for his stories because he had such a low opinion
of them."

. OPEN
MONDAY,
THURSDAY,
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TILL 9

just
think
of it . . .
you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE

and all you need is a
Student Body Card!

The brothers of Sigma Chi (rates nity are going all’ out for their
Military Ball which will be held tonight at Lou’s Village. Members
will dress up. complete with all the brass, braid and tujiforms . . .
live it up fellows and never mind those draft notices.... The names
of the 24 coeds nominated for the title. "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi,"
have been released . . . one of these lucky women will be crowned
this spring at the "Sigs" Sweetheart Dance. Vying for the title are:
Helen Henderson and Joyce Hawley, Sigma Kappa; Diane Holland
and Maria Henne, Delta Zeta; Phylis Smith and Gerri Pecsar, Alpha
Chi Omega; Judy Farrell and Diane Neiswanger, Phi Mu; Lisa Phelan and Nancy Larson, Kappa Alpha Theta: Karen Birienbach and
Charlene Johnson, Chi Omega; Janet Bertino and Karen Cauhope,
Alpha Phi: Diane Madsen and Carol Chaddoch, Alpha Omicron Pi;
Miri Nieholasen and Sally Page, Delta Gamma; Carol Shed l and Sue
Beton’, Kappa Delta;Bonnie Drury and Honey Wade, Gamma Phi
Beta; Jan Spence and Marlton Pasquanelli, Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Sigma Chi’s newly elected officers for the spring semester are John
Groothius. president. and Bob Olsen. vice president.
Delta Sigma Phi will crown a new Carnation Girl and her four
attendants tomorrow night at the Carnation Ball formal at the
Hilton Inn in San Francisco. The 10 semi-finalists competing have
been the house’s guests at dinners, dances and numerous other
functions throughout the semester. .. . Who will be the 1962 Carnation Girl? Contestants include Carol Benbow and Gretchen Ecker,
Delta Gamma; Ann Morris and Pat Butler, Chi Omega; Betty Gam.
mage, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Arlene King, Kappa Alpha Theta;
Judy Gould, Gamma Phi Beta; Aileen Cabral, Alpha Omicron Pi;
Marian Pfaff, Alpha Chi Omega, and Darlene Anderson, Alpha Phi.
. .. Delta Sigs, Don Carroll, Mike Moore and Jerry Area have been
initiated into Spartan Shields.
The Phi Sigma Kappa Moonlight Girl for the new year will be
announced at the annual overnight Moonlight Girl formal to be held
tomorrow night at the Monterey Peninsula country club. . .. Members and their dates will dance to the music of Sid Artellan. Candidates for the title are Karen Harvey, Alpha Phi; Diane Chrisman
and Sally Gorrindo, Gamma Phi Beta; Sheila Butts, Kappa Kappa
Gamma; and Sue Oliver, Delta Gamma .... Gamma Phi Beta Lou
Lytle has been selected as Phi Sigma Kappa Girl -of-the-Month for
January.
Delta Upsilon actives, pledges, alumni and their dates will attend the fraternity’s annual Full Moon winter dance at the Claremont hotel in Berkeley tomorrow night.
WEDDING BELLS, ORANGE BLOSSOMS
Alpha Omicron Pi Susan Margaret Harrell became the bride
of Horace Kress, junior student at Stanford university, Dec. 28 in
nuptial ceremonies performed at Carmel, Calif.
ENGAGEMENT NEWS
Wedding bells will ring Feb. 17 for Susan Trefethen, Chi Omega
sophomore sociology major, and Mike Bogan, Oakland city college
alumnus.
Helen Luff, Delta Gamma senior physical education major, has
announced her engagement to Larry Emarine, Alpha Tau Omega
senior business management major. The couple plans to be married
Feb. 10.
Alpha Omicron Pi Margaret Moson, freshman general elucation
major, has announced her engagement to Delta Chi Arlen Looney,
junior economics major at Stanford university. Delta Chi will honor
the couple’s engagement at a serenade Monday evening at the AOPi
house.
A Feb. 10 wedding is being planned by Sigma Kappa Judy Jensen and Sigma Chi prexy Walter Vance.
April 15 is the date set by Alpha Chi Omega Marcia McDowall
for her wedding to Phi Sigma Kappa alum Bruce Bush.
The engagement of Jerraline Toews and Lt. Harold Friesen,
naval aviator stationed at North Island, San Diego, has been announced to friends in Reedley. The bride-to-be is a senior occupational therapy major from Reedley.
Patti Ball, Kappa Kappa Gamma junior kindergarten-primary
education major, has formally announced her engagement to Duane
Hillyard, senior accounting major from Tustin, Calif.
Details for a fall wedding are being planned by Code Logan,
a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, and Dick Ramon, presently
stationed at Fort Ord, Calif.
Carol Bjornson, senior interior design major, added her name
to the June roster of brides when she announced her engagement
to Bill Behan, former University of Washington student. Both Carol
and her fiance are from Seattle, Wash.
Alpha Chi Omega Joan DeVore and Pi Kappa Alpha President
Bob Dragge, have chosen the month of June for their wedding.
Joan is a sophomore elementary education major from San Mateo.
Her fiance is a senior social science major from Alameda.
Sally Patton, Chi Omega junior general elementary education
major, San Carlos, has announced her engagement to Gary MWinger, army instructor of military personnel stationed in Arizona.
The engagement of Sherry Steiner, Kappa Alpha Theta senior
from Sacramento, and Gary Levi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon alumus, was
announced recently. Sherry, a kindergarten-primary education major, will be a June, 1962 grad. Her fiance is employed by International Paper Company as a sales trainee.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sandra Pace, sophomore elementary education major, Montebello, and Don Cude, Los Angeles state college
alum, have announced their forthcoming marriage. Don is currently
teaching in the Alum Rock Union School district. While on the SJS
campus, he was affiliated with Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Sharon Worledge, Kappa Alpha Theta kindergarten-primary
education major from Los Gatos, has announced her betrothal to
Robert Abernethy, sociology major from Santa Cruz.
THE PIN BIN
Sheila Kearney, Kappa Kappa Gamma junior occupational
therapy major, Hayward, to Garth Reynolds, Theta Xi senior prelaw student, Inglewood.
Carolyn Duvall, Delta Gamma sophomore music major. Los
Altos, to Steve Gebhart, Sigma Pi junior music major, Oakland.
Joan Sleek, Kappa Kappa Gamma, freshman social science
major, Atherton, to Pat Pattbion, UC Phi Delta Delta Theta sophomore political science major, Menlo Park.
iJi
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Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

Die Rhinelander
Band
Fri. & Sat. Nites

Wilda
Beughn
and Her Piano

In San Jose: Mat at Santa Clara
CYpreos 2-7262

garden
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tditor:
Just for the record, the humorous letter which was printed in yesterday’s Thrust and
Pam., was not by "the residents
of Markham hall." The letter
was turned in with 74 signatures of men who reside in
Markham hall. Whether or not
the remaining 126 men agree
with what the letter said, or not,
the phrase ". . . and the residents of Markham hall" insinuates that all of the residents
were in, agreement with the
letter, which is not true.
This is a small matter, true,
but as a resident assistant in
Markham hall, I heard many
students decline to sign the letter because they chose to be
more careful about where, and
what on, they placed their signs-

Forum Speaker
At Sunday Dinner
Dr. Ronald Johnson, associate
professor of psychology, will be
the forum speaker following a 6
p.m. dinner for the Wesley foundation Sunday at Fifth and
Santa Clara sts.
Dr. Johnson, president of the
local Teacher’s federation, will
be the second of three Sunday
lecturers speaking on the basic
theme, "If this Were the Last
Lecture I Would Give." His topic will be "Freedom of Inquiry."
Cost of the dinner is 40 cents.
No advance reservation is necessary, according to Mrs. Carol
Gary, president of the foundation.

Society Will Hold
Election

Dinner

The Society of Mechanical Enginers will hold its last meeting
of the semester tonight at 7 p.m.
at Lou’s Village. 1465 W. San
Carlos at. Election of officers
for the spring semester will take
place.
Cost of the dinner is 50 cents
for members and $3 for guests,
with a choice of roast beef or
Salmon. Three films from Shell
Oil co. research department will
be shown following the elections.
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tures. This is their right, and so
the statement ". . . . and the
residents of Markham hall"
printed in Thrust and Parry is
in error.
Philip May
ASH 5336
Editor’s Note: The Daily andands its
apologies. The letter should have been
signed -by 74 residents of Markham
hall’’ not the published and the
residents of Markham hall.- The mistake was an editorial error.

ch ode ciate

Letter Distinguished
By ’Misquoting’
Editor:
The 486-word letter of Efraim
Gugel, published on the eve of
the winter recess. distinguished
itself by misquoting a campus
guest -speaker and by falling to
refute any of the statements actually made by him.
1) Gugel endeavors to "refute" the speaker’s statements
that, when the Palestine problem was created in 1917, over
90 per cent of the population of
Palestine were Arabs, and that
the country was an Arab country. His "refutation" consists of
a catalogue of past "rulers of
Palestine." Does the population
of a country lose its status and
its rights simply by virtue of the
occupation of that country by
a foreign power in consequence
of a military invasion?
2) Gugel attributes to Professor Sayegh the statement that
"Jews came and stole the land
of Palestine from the Arabs."
The tape-recording of the lecture shows this to be a gross
misrepresentation of the lecturer’s words. What Dr. Sayegh
said was that the Zionists never
legally owned more than a negligible fraction of Palestine. According to the source which
Gugel himself cites (Survey of
Palestine) Jews owned 650,000
&mums in 1920, and acquired
938,365 more in the following
years (page 243); the total land
area of Palestine was 26,320,000
duntuns (page 103); therefore,
at the beginning of the mandate
Jews owned 2’i percent and, at
the end, six per cent of the land
of Palestine.
The United Nations has affirmed that the property of the
Arab refugees in those portions
of Palestine now occupied by
Israel amounts to 80 per cent
(U.N. Document A/1985, page
11.)
3) The armies of the Arab
state entered Palestine on May
15, 1948. Before that date, Zionists had already occupied not
only the areas granted to Israel under the partition plan,
but also parts of the areas reserved for the "Arab State" of
Palestine, including such cities
as Jaffa and Acre.
4) Dr. Sayegh’s statement
that the right of the Arab refugees to repatriation has been
acknowledged by the U.N., is
proved by the fact that the
General Asembly - which first
recognized that right in Resolution 194 (III) of Dec. 11, 1948
-has formally reaffirmed this
principle 38 times since.
5) Dr. Sayegh analyzed the
different attitudes, among Israelis and Arabs, regarding a
future settlement. Within each
group, he distinguished between
the "position of extreme nationalists" and the "off ical position of
the governments." The Arab
governments, he said, consider
the existing United Nations resolutions on Palestine "an acceptable basis for a permanent
settlement." The reader can
verify this statement by examining the following texts, all
of which were unanimously sign-

STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON ALL TIRES WITH ASB CARD

DUNLOP
TIRES
Dunlop tires are speedway proven.
Years of racing experience insure
a safe, smooth, ride for you.

USs

ed by official
representatives .!
the Arab
governments: The
Lausane Protocol of
May 194y,
the Bandung resolution
of Apni
1955; the Addis
Ababa resolu,
lion of June 1960;
the Casa.
blanca resolution of
1961 and the Belgrade Januat,..
resolu,..,
of September 1961.
Faleh Say-id -Hann
ASH 1515
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El. RANCHO DRIVEIN
Alma and Almaden
BLUE HAWAII
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GOODBYE AGAIN
- Also HOUSE OF FRIGHT

GAY THEATER
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*
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TOWNE THEATER

1433 The Alameda
GENERAL DELLA ROVER
- and -

0:11r%.. .raoliaheegnderepitlifitei

RUE DE PARIS

TROPICAIRE TWINVUE
DRIVE-IN THEATER

1969 Alum Rock Awn,
NORTH SCREEN
BLUE HAWAII
and HOUSE OF FRIGHT
Also MR. SARDONICUS
SOUTH SCREEN
A Twist, Rock and
Roll SHOW
*Featuring various Rock and Roll
talents.
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SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
South First and Alma
WED.-SUN. ONLY
All Color
BLUE HAWAII
and COLOSSUS OF RHODES
- Also * THE LAW AND JACK WADI
***********************t
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Schedule
Friday
T.G.I.F.* Party
Twist to the sounds of
THE FALCONS
1:30 p.m. to 1:30 OA.

Again, its

OP,
Nation
Ste

Saturday

A

. .

THE FALCONS
9:30 to 1:30 a.m.
and

Morning

Pizza
-1 Price

Place: CC1.

5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

"Comm

(Where

2 5 5 -C" ?5Sc,

Sunday
Return of
THE FALCONS
9:00 p.m. to 12 30 a".
Remember our delivery service

CAM
CAMPU
Allan

Monday

HAPPY HOURS

15c Refreshments All NUM

Tuesday
Nife
Amateur
SJS

talent
A variety of campus evenint
will be performing all

Wednesday

is
300o’u1pAPT
EPi

rR31." areSipndw,he

1,01
can

to ohs

Repeal Performance

SJS Amateur Rife

yourself
If you’d like to express & LW,
musically, just colt Tom
OW/ oft, rnoon

Thursday
One more time now
THE FALCONS
900 pnr to 12 10 0"’
All Ow. 0" mcre at

TOM & LARRY’S,
IM

Ciiy -flofirau

51 So. Market
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Student Query

Brown Raps Radicals,
Extremism Danger
Et.1.1 in leagues and committees and
eLAREMoNT (UPI) --Gov.
yesterday warned I crusades which propose to stop the
mond 0. Brown
the clock, or, rather, turn back its
a group of college students of
extremism and said hands to some easier, earlier day. ’
dangers of
for "a re I "Sometimes the people who join 1
America’s first need is
of these movements are called ’con- ,
spirit
m
a
to the traditional
servative." But there is nothing
controversy."
American to conservative about them. They are
"It has never been
intimidatedor yield much more in a race to destroy
cant rm or be
Brown told students than a fervor to conserve,"
in silence,"
Col"They tend to see complex probsad faculty of the Associated
lems simply and to define prob.!
leges of Claremont.
system
democratic
lems in terms of ’either-or’ choices.
He said our
you They tend to attribute every frus"sill remain great so long as
freetration to betrayal by traitors. ’
reMembei that education and
guns as a They base a deep distrust of dedom rank higher than
mocracy- -and, most of all, they
line of America’s defense.
"Have the couarge to lift your see themselves as the elite who
alone can save our nation."
voices and express your convictions," Brown urged. "If we will
only have the courage of those convictions, we will have nothing to

McCunn Defends
Pro -Birch Stand
CONCORD I l:PI
Educator
Drummond McCunn met with 600
junior college students Wednesday
to explain his public stand in support of the John Birch society.
McCunn. superintendent of the
Contra Costa county junior college
system, said he was for any organization "which exposed communism."

LEADING DEMOCRATS in new Congressional
organization include (I. to r.) Sen. Mike Mansfield,
Mont.; Vice Pres. Lyndon B. Johnson, Tex.; Sen.
Hubert Humphrey, Minn., and Speaker John W.
McCormack, Mass. In front is Rep Carl Albert,

Spartaguide

Okla., who was named new majority leader of
the House. Picture was made after they received
President Kennedy’s timetable for his major legislative proposals.

S ociologi sts
Slated for Today

SJS Newman Club
Deadline Today

Organiptionki

Teacher Posts

St. Thomas Chapel

Note: Inte,inws are held in the
Placement Office, Adrn234. Appoint.
ment lists are put out in advance of the
,nterview. Students are requested to
sign up early.Ed.
I

He told the students in a 90minute meeting called at their request that he had read the "1,1
book" of the society, but was ti!
member and had not attended
any of the society’s meetings.
1511441111111
Earlier, the county board of governors received two unsigned reso1
lotions, allegedly from the facultieF
of Contra Costa junior college and
YOU CAN DEPEND ON
Diablo junior college -- both oh
FLORIST
ONISHI
which McCunn administers - deSAN JOSE S FINEST
manding that the educator be fired.
SLOWEA SHOP
’ Dec. 6, at a news conference in
CV 5-1130
175 Taylor
’connection with a meeting of tte
1California Association of Scho ’
imiclencluinninstract
jiosthsn, 0 Come to us for adi your bakery
s bWi rct.dhddianyg ccoakkeess, party ;tress-.
rie.ds
lirsmeinndSedan
Birch society for its anti -Corn,:
San Jose’s finest independent
monist stand.
bokiry
He told the students Wednesday
that "I emphasized I spoke as an
individual and not in any official
capacity, and in no way do I apologize for my stand in support of the
BREADS( PASTRY
American way of life."
SWOP
fi from the Cottage.’
Ralph Rutherford. president of
27 t San An
II,,’ Associated Men Students, told
blocks from campus
aleCunn he thought the educator’s
- -ri

Job Interviews

’

TODAY
N11.1.1
Brown laso asked the students
Interior design exhibition, art
Delta Zeta, pledges to offer sp.,
to become and remain active
gallery,
Mondays
-Fridays,
9 a.m.ti dinner, 201 S. 11th st.,
in politics all your lives. Speak out
4 p.m.; Sundays, 1:15-5 p.m.;
p.m., 75 cents.
-and don’t let anybody scare you."
through
Jan. 26.
Canterburs. assn., Dr. Roland
The governor noted there ".
Friday Flicks, "High Time." Lee. associate professor of English,
is 8 great deal (if frustration in
Morris Dailey auditorium, 7:30 p.m. to lead discussion of Henry Millet’s
our land today and it speaks with
Wrestling, SJSC vs. San Diego -Tropic of Cancer," Campus Chrisa voice of hysteria.
tian center, 300 S. 10th st., 6 p.m.
"The frustration finds its outlet state college at San Jose, 7:30 p.m.
Newman club, mass, St. Patrick’s
College play, "The Marriage of
church, 10th and Santa Clara Sta.,
TalkMississippi," College Theater.
10 a.m.: followed by breakfast,
5
t:ncle John’s Pancake house, 1415
Concert, guitarist Rolf Cahn
S. First St.
perform, E118, 8 p.m.
Wesley foundation, dinner, folRevelries. interviews for position
G0111(111(4.. seating of production manager for 1962 lowed by forum on "Freedom of
Inquiry," Fifth and Santa Clara
sociologist at Stanford’s Center for spring revelries, S1Y202, 11:30 a.m..
sta.., 6 p.m.
Advanced Studies and chairman of to 1:30 p.m.
Spartan Chi, club picture for MONDAY
MAJOR PAUL PARKER
the Sociology department at WashMIMI, "Israel Revisited," Newington university, St. Louis, Mo., CSIO, in front of women’s gym ... USAF interviewer
man hall, 79 S. Fifth st., 7:30 p.m.
will speak on the uses of the pay- nasium, 3:30 p.m.
Force representatie
An
Air
Associated Indeprndera Students.
Ski club, trip to Heavenly Val chisinalytic approach in sociologiwill he on campus Ilibndao to discal research at 330 this afternoon ley Jan. 12-14 is canceled due to meeting, TI153. 7 p.m.
cos. the USAF’s officer training
lack of snow. Refunds may be obin C11150.
, 1,01 prograin for male and fetained
upon
presentation
of
a
reDr. James Blackwell. assistant
male college graduates.
ceipt
in
the
student
affairs
business
protes.sor of sociology, invites interNlajor Paul Parker, Air Fon,
office,
TH16.
ested mildews and faculty memof fiver %election represent atise.
Roger
Williams
fellowship.
dinbeis to attend the lecture.
will be at the plarement office,
At :al initiation dinner this eve- ner, 6 p.m.; program, 6:40 p.m.:
Torl;ty In tile INst day f.,r SJS Adm. 231, from 9 am. -I:110 p.m.
Grace
Baptist
church,
484
E.
San
nine f’ii- Alpha Kappa Delta, nuNewmanites to file petitions for Appointments for personal or
tional honor society in sociology, Fernando St., speaker: Mrs. Doro- club offices during the spring - small group inter%iens may he
thy
Goble,
San
Jose
district
dime
Dr. ifoaltiner will discuss the uses
fall 1962 term, according to presi- arranged through the placement
of histery in sociological research. tor of Christian Concerns for Meth- dent Sal Alvarez. Formes may be of f
the
Christian
"Should
Church.
obtained at Newman hall, 79, S.
Di’.is 11
is author of ’Pat-odist
At the end of a three-niontit
terns of Industrial Bureaucracy," Be Concerned With Controversial Fifth St.
training course, college graduIssues?
"
Positions Mailable are presi- ates may quallf) as Air Force
-Wildcat Strike." "Studies in Lead Society of Mechanical Engineers, dent, vice-president. religious dierships’ and other hooks on the
second lieutenants.
i ii mer-electIon meeting, Lou’s Vilh.
rector, educational director, social
C
Cy .
Major Parker so Iii answer
1 ige, 1465 W. San Carlos at., 7 p.m. director. public relations director.
questions concerning other comto
file
Newman club, last day
sergeant -at -arms, secretary. his-, missioning programs offered by
latitions for club offices for fall- torian and treasurer.
the Air Force,
-tiring semesters.
Newman meiotic’s will hold a
International Student organiza- Communion Mass Sunday at St.
tion, general elections meeting. In- Patrick’s church. Santa Clara and
t.,rnational Student center. 8 p.m. 10111 is. A breakfast will be held
’:.n-ups for cut-rate ski trip dur- at Uncle John’s Pancake House
it .1,4 It
4’4pr...wilt:it Is m. fr
aig semester break will be taken. 1415 S. First st., after the mass.
Union 1.11.1111.1111arN set I dist t
National Lutheran Council
TOMORROW
in Kern i’mmumnt% o ill hold campus
j Wiekend Co-Rec, San Francisco
intemiens for prospeethe teach-Schedules
Re
Group
itrip. Students will leave campus in
ers of g r a II I. kindergarten
Activities
Weekend
A 3,.th.
.400 for th
doubter,
’private cars at noon and return to
through eight Thursday, 9 a.m. to
c... ,, and believr.
1campus by 8 p.m. Regular Co-Rec
A gymnastics meet in the main I 12 noon.
activities, 9:30 a.m.-1p.m.: swim- gymnasium at 2 p.m. tomorrow ;
students interested mas
lAoraing WorshipSee., 10 a.m.
ming, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.; trampoline has caused the weekend Co-Ree taut the placement office, .5 DM Sermon:
and badminton, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 !committee to re -schedule its plan- / 231, tor appololments.
"Christins Are Drunk"
Place: CCC l0th and San Carlos
p.m.; men’s gymnasium.
ned act is it ies.
Judo meet, northern California
According to Chairman .lim
novice judo tournament, men’s Pekkain, the Men’s gym will by
Lutheran Student Association
gymnasium, 6 p.m.
open from 9:30 :Lm. to 1 pm. and
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Community of the Affected"
59 all usual activities offered will be
i Scholarships totaling 54000 are
and
available to SJSstud cots.
"How To Kill The Church"
volleyball, ping ping being offered by the Air Force to
Basketball.
255.0 rqmmuia
Pasadena, Cal.
and chess will be offered &trine women students whim will gm adual,
in June. 1962, with majors in foist,
those hours. Pekkain said.
For Meaningful Existence
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
Special activities, such as swim- !and nutrition, foods t esearch. rim
Alla, Dieter, Campus Pastor
ming from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. or linstitutional management.
Worship Sunday
Applications for scholarships
trampoline or badminton from
At One Of These Nearby
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. are mail- fin. 12 months of physical therapy
anti dietetic t flitting will he acable.
Canterbury Methodist Churches
Jan. 20 is family day at weekend cepted until the end of Februar
Co-Rec. Both the Men’s and the Further information may he ohTales
Women’s gyms will bc) open. tea ’ tained at the USAF recruiting ofST. PAUL’S
FIRST
Episcopellans at San Jose State
CYpress
the program returns to its usual fice. 40 N. Foul Ih st..
Salva.
IOU,
at
San
&
Sth
Oa,
Santa
7-4631.
hours of 12::10 i,, 1":11 pm.
ART IS A FOUR-LETTER WORD?
9f30 ,’ a.m. dere - 1100 arts
_
We’re! hack at the old stand again,
10f1 Soon Tenth Some of the breth-Yo,Can’tChangu
ren are mightily concerned about
Human tle..,,e’
Henry Miller’s Tropic of Cancer, the
0,
main problem being. "Is it art, and
A. Moiy.
hos can you tell," Our guest. Dr.
Roland lee of the English Dept.. will
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
Ii’ t to show us how to decide We
(Methodist Student Centrl
close with a mild bun -letter word.
Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
3 to ti p.m.
R’fre’.shme’ni il
COME
throughout the week.
Supper at Six
CV 1-3107
Back to the Books at 8:30
Sth and Santa Clara
1.
Guaranteed.
J. Renton White. Campus Minister

atatements were out of order "because education 4ind politics are
not to be mingled."
When asked if he supported other
anti-Communist organizations such
as the American Nazi party, McConn retorted, "That is where I
have no choice -no comment.
"I don’t want to comment until
1 ean document my comment," he

.Sir I. or,’,’ selection team, retie men only.

Ii ESDAV
%merle:in Inatitute of Foreign
israde, any major.
WEDNESDAY
Carnation (’o.. accounting, business and inclusirial, mechanical and
electrical engineering majors.
U.S. Air Force recruiting service. administrative or technical
field, women only (interviews also
held on Thursday).

MISS OTT’S
Coiffures

THURSDAY
United Airlines, any major for
airline stewardesses.

’T 5, personal service
At MISS
our keyword. Haircuts permanent
waves, shampoos and se:s are all
given that estra touch that means
so much Reflect your personality
with a glamorous hair ml y le from
MISS OTT!.
Haircuts . . . . from $2.00

Spanish Play Set
In Honor of Prof
Tonight students of Spanish literature in collaboration with the
Spanish club will present "La
Coma de Salamanca," a one-act
play by Miguel Cervantes, 17111
century Spanish author.
The program, in honor of Dr
William Moellering, professor ot
foreign languages, who is going on
his sabbatical leave to Salamanca.
Spain. will be given in the Studio
Theater at 8 p.m.
A short comedy and some musical selections will also be presented
There is no admission.

1640 W. SAM CARLOS
Coaditi41

CYS-8333

Plana5 al free Perak.,

Make Spring Reservations Now
Apartments for .Students (’rider or Oyer 2/
ModernUp to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)

_411 typei

of accomodalioni

wid rents to fit your iudyel

Ski Trip Postponed
ini,

;11

14

Icy, scheduled for this weekend, has
been postponed due to lack of snow
Refunds may he obtained by presenting a receipt in the student
affairs business office. TH16

485 South Ninth St.
CY 7-8877

RENTAL

A.F. Scholarships
:Open For Women

FOCUS

R

FOR FRIDAY AFTERNOON

T. G. I. F.
Old -Time MOVIES

Si)artzsii rjn.-C
kinonio

3rd &
*ointlay. 9:43

6:00 -

Seminar
Christian Science speaker

’ming: Ski Trip -

I.’

I

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

.

411100.

.11111,

IM. -OW

’ BANJO BAND

What Price Cleanliness?

EVERY FRIDAY I
& SAT. NiGHTS I

What

cit

’,1e Ill

1111,11111’5. Nrilt spend 111 111111’. R111 1s11

your lime -asing niont.N,
For only a fen rents a %eek more %sr
anti package all your .latindrN.

do it.

SIH‘1111 all

12860
SOUTH lst STREET

1 Mile South of
the Fairgrounds

THE AWFUL -AWFUL

4 So. 4fti

ssa11. elr. 61141.

IRENE’S LAUNDRY

r

4SP ART iN ft %11 T
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-

DS Varsity Matmen
To Grapple San Diego
,San Jose State’s vaisity wrtsl- the varsity in the 147 their (list action of the place of the injured Lei,
te
they tan- art. Stewart is out for the season
run, ,s ear tonight
gle with San Diego state college due to recent aggravation of an
at 7:3() no. in the mat mom of old neck injury.
Others competing fin- SJS are
the men’s gymnasium.
Coach 1 114411 Mumlw’s frosh David Armstrong, 123 lbs.; Frank
arapplers meet Tins is Air Forcel Paoni, 130 lbs.; lath Lopez, 1.17
base at 4 p.m., also in the Spartanl lbs.: and Cliff Olson. 157 lbs.
mat room. The match, originally1 Also competing are Fred Yruscheduled for yesterday. was pest-1 eta or Jack Proctor in the 167-1b.
class, Ron Ruseigno. 177 lbs., and
pon,d until Play.
In George Hewitt, heavyweight.
ss
The Spartans defeated San Didlial meet last
ego state tn
HANGOUT
PIZZA
RALPH’S
season.
tleti

531-,etit ,
Plua

945
at

Take

Out IL

Delivery
Call CY 7-5900

of

NO

THE

Fast

ALAMEDA

MORR.SON

SAN

JOSE

Better Football
Physicals Urged

Fraternity Unbeatens Vie in Hoop Action
Mismatched Intramural Contests To Cause
Rescheduling of Independent Cage Leagues

Pennsylvania Athletic Commission
Declares ’Hands-Off’ Liston Policy
l’he
PHILADELPHIA i l’Pl I
Pennsylvania State Athletic Corn.
mission will pursue a hands-off
policy. briefly at least, in the
Sonny Liston-George Katz -Jack
Nilon managerial triangle, at
Al Klein said yesterday.
Klein, the Philadelphia memission,
ber of the three-man rot
ever, that If beim%
stressed, I
weight challenger Liston, manager fiats and would -he manager
to some :linNi10111 cannot c
kable agreement. then the c
mission will deckle nhether to
intercede.
Klein explained the situation as
follows:
Nilon. of Chester, Pa., a
wealthy concessionaire, has indicated to the commissian that he
wants to manage Liston and arrange for a title fight with cham-

plun Floyd Patterson.
Liston, of Philadelphia, has indicated to the commission that he
cannot get along with manager
Katz. without giving any concrete
reason tot the situation.
Katz, of Philadelphia, has indicated to tht commission that
II, and Liston have had disagreements, ails. nitt t giving any
eoncrete reasmi for them.
"Neither Liston nor Katz have
made any charges against each
other or any defamatory statements," Klein emphasized. "It
seems they just can’t get along.
Accordingly, we have made clear
to Nilon that the commission still
recognizes Katz’s binding contract,
which is on file with us. And there
is no reason why the commission
should take the initiative in dissolving it."

s physician
CHICAGO I UPI
has urged more rigid rhysical examinations of football players to
curb deaths on the gridirm.
Dr. Floyd R. Easiwtaxi of Las
Angeles state college told the college football coaches’ convention
Wednesday that 22 per cent
hsitball fatalities due to heir it
in
OFirst
ditions over the past 11 years
formal wear
could have been diagnosed through
since 1906
proper examination.
He said a study of fatality reports this year indicated a letdown
In requirements for pre-seasini
medical examinations. He listed.
part of nine recommendations, a
requirement for thorough examinaIN SAN JOSE
-EACZU Gue7-pe..
tion, including electrocardiogram
75 SOUTH 2ND
before the (list practice session.
CV 4-2222
Eastwood, a member of the
Open Thursday unto’ 830 pm
coaches committee on injuries and
It seems necessary tor maybe just unavoidable) to sketch ,art a
SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
fatalities since 1931, said that 20
finish to the currently young West Coast Athletic confervisionary
SACRAMENTO
BERKELEY
a
direct
players died this year as
derby.
basketball
nee
JOSE
PALO
ALTO
SAN
SAN MATEO
result of football.
Just about everyone is picking Santa Clara’s Broncos to win the
title, and the same is predicted here. Coach Bob Feerick, in
441441114.14141411R4741,4
12 t h yea) at SSanta (’tarn, has great shooters substantial height
. t a fine all-round star in sophomore Bob Garibaldi. The Broncos
be a mite slow afoot, but they never seem to be in a hurry to
re anyway.
Men’s traditional long -sleeve, button-down white oxford shirt
If Santa Clara can manage to knock off Loyola in Los Angeles
with pearl buttons. Regular $3.95 valuesale price $1.75 each
weekend, they could go the rest of the way and lose only one
or two for $3.00. Sizes 14-17 neck (half sizes included), 32-36
se . . . perhaps to San Jose on March 10 in the civic auditorium.
s’eeve.
For second place, we have to go with Loyola’s Lions. The Lion
Ali -time favorite for both men and women is the 100% Shetland
Is can conceivably lose only two of the 12 conference games .. .
Wool crewneck sweater. This $11.95 name -brand value is on
lb to Santa Clara.
sale for $7.95, and comes in green, brown, charcoal, gray and
The Loyolans are led again this season by 6-6 center Ed Bentn,
black. Sits 38, 40, 42, 44, 46.
-,enior from Hilo, Hawaii. Benin averaged 19 per game last year
Supply on these items is limited, so order now. Contact
the notoriously low-scoring MAC..
Also back front last year’s line Loyola team is 6-9 guard Jeri;
BARRY BEYER
rote. All -conference as a junior, Grote is a groat floor leader and a
CarroJs representat,e ,or College Kr tea
mendous passer.
409 So. 5th STREET SAN JOSE
Next is San Jose State. We see Stu Inman’s Spartans, minus
Fnciey afternoon through S.,nday venng. Weekdays: 330-5:30 pry I
liter Joe Braun after this semester, losing to Loyola twice and
Hitting with the Broncos. San Jose might lose to St. Mary’s in
Miaaga on March 2, but the spirits are arguing amongst themselves
m that sine.
It’s quite obvious that San Jose is a vastly improved team this
season. Already Inman’s cagers have won 1E) and lost 4, while host
season’s overall mark was 11-14.
Some redbirds can be heard protesting that SJS will begin to
erumble the instant Braun exchanges his basketball uniform for his
,iip and gown come February. But his replacement, 6-8 soph Harry
Edwards, while not a sensational ballplayer, is a steady one and irnproyce with every game. But Edwards might be just a little overzealous on defense and pick up a few too many unnecessary fouls.
The only other outfit that might break into this top three is
St. Mary’s. Theyae an unpredictable team, though. They nosed out
the Spartans 48-46 in the WCAC tourney during the Christmas hon.
d’ays, but collapsed when they met San Jose last Monday in the
auditorium, 51-37. If -S1. Mary’s.has a couple more games like that
against weaker teams in the conference, they’ll be out of luck.
But that’s the way it should wind up: unless St. Mary’s starts
playing consistent basketball. University of San Farncisco, University
rg the Pacific and Petaterdine shneld knock each other silly for fifth.
’ -,venth
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CLEARANCE
Here’s deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick

Deodorant...astelt neatest tray to all.
day, every day protection! It’s the arrive deodorant for
urine men...alAolutely dependable. Glides on ,moothly,
speedily. .dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
most convenient, most economical deodorant money can
buy. 1.00 plus tax.

oicyfre

Ie

STICK
DEODORANT

NEW GOODYEAR TIRES
FIRST, SECOND & DISCONTINUED
TREAD DESIGNS
Come _Yee.

8

,

EASY BUDGET TERMS

Following imother series of one.
sided intramural basketball games.
Intramurals Director Dan Unruh
plans to make some changes in
the A, B. C and D independent
league set-ups.
Stronger teams have teem mended that they he entered in
C and D leagues, and vice versa,
Unruh remarked, and there has
been a wide margin of victory in
a majority of the contests. The
switches will he made during the
semester break, he stated.
Slated for tonight’s fraternity
action will be six contests, to
each at 6:30, 7:30, and F1:30.
In the preliminary contests.
DSP will challenge the Sig Eps
and PiliA will take on ATO. An
hour later, Sigma. Pi and Lambda
Chi will square off, along with
the Phi Sig* and Sigma Na.
DU and SAE will play in the
final time slot. along with Sigma
Chi and Theta Xi.
In C league action Wednesday
night, Lambda Delta Sigma obliterated the Air Force ROTC No. 2

team 61-32; Anonymous clumped
Winged tee 45-35: and the Beavers nipped the Ding Bats 41-34.
Gregory’s blasted Seagrams V
in a D league contest 55-26; the
Saints toppled ROTC No. 2, 54-14:
the Fountain Ramp 69’ers crushed
the Markham Ripples 59-20: ???
shellacked the Moulder "Gestapo"
40-19; and the Pink Tub buried
the Dinky Dunkers 34-20.
High scorer for the evening
oats liregory’s Pitt Murphy, who
netted 14 field goals and two
free throws for )11.1 points. His ofIs the seusciles best
nseffort
feh
e
, to date.
’ Charlie afartines tallied 11 for
Gregory’s and Danny Sigimoto
dumped in eight for Seagram’s V.
1 Max Chancellor hit for 20 points
and Lonnie Neville for 13 in leading Lambda Delta Sig-ma over the
airmen. Jeff Haney garnered 16 for
the Air Fmce.
Bill Franzmann and Sigfried
Haase led Anonymous to its win
over the Winged Feet, scoring 19

and 14 market-s.
Kitt led the losers

-
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rule now allows
II.’
a man on waivers to be claimed
after 16 days instead of the presinus 30 days.
Foss said the differences among
the ownens had been ironed out.
’

FridaY,

Fountain Hall’s ewers, led
by
Roger Lehman’s 19 point..
and
Dave Koffman’s 1, posted au
east
win over the Markham nipples.
The Saints also broke the
halt.
century mark in smashing ROTc
No. 2, 59-14. Ken Crass thorled
.111
scorers with 14 tallies Deana
Shepherd scored 10 for the Saint,
and Ken Shafer netted (+At
te
the ROT(’

AFL Team Owners
End Fruitful Meeting
1,411I
SAN DIEGO 4UP1,
Football league club owners headed for home yesterday after a
fruitful annual meeting which ended Wednesday.
The conclave ended on a note
of optimism as Commissioner Joe
Foss tat-, extended a new fiveyear contraet and an estimated
pay hike of $5000 a year.
Foss interpreted the move as
vote of confidence.
"When the league gives MP :
contract it’s a non -cut contra-! .
Foss said.
"Confidence in the Oakland firm n
chise was also demonstrated." la
continued, "when Oakland’s co
owner Wayne Valley was electe,I
president of the league."
An expected conflict between
Foss and New York Titan owner
Harry Wismer tailed to materialize and both parties seemed in
at-cord as the meeting ended.
The following rule changes cams
out of the productive meeting:
The player limit during th
regular season was raised Dom
33 to 36.
The stadium clock was made
the official timepiece.
-The face guard rule was altered to make it defensive Molding if a man is tackled by gild,bing his face mask.
Training camps were allowed to twgin eight neeks he
fore the start of the season in ’stead of the prev’
,eVen.
The player limit for the training period was decreased from 65
to 60.

Sc.

Glen Miller, with 14
Gary Brenneman, with lii, led the
Beavers past the Ding Hats in
other C league tilt, but Dave anIa.
yen of the losers took the
game’s
scoring honors with a
2npant
effort.
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DANCE SPECIAL

$5

busivir

Shampoo Set
Haircut
Styling by "John" and "Vickie"

lowrogogi

Look Your Loveliest This Weekend
L2_5_3 So_._2n_d_

CY 7-8552
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( WENS TONIGHT
THE MARRIAGE OF MR. MISSISSIPPI
By Friedrich Ihterrenniatt
A Speech and Drama Production

844

188848
teralerrrertrrerlin7

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT
Also January 17 thru 20
"Jo SJSC STUDENTS
Curtain 8:13 p.m.

-:-

$1.00 CF 1 II 11
College Theatr.

BOX OFFICE 5th and SAN FERNANDO
Open 1-5 Daily (Speech & Drama Building)

Avoid the rush and
panic of spring
semester . . .

’...444444414

Buy a La Torre toda
San Jose State Yearbook
cifinpirte co.

4’ra24.

01 Athletic Events

Photos or All (,ampus Queens
More Color rclian Fcer Before

$6

Available at Student Affairs
Business Office TH 16

RUBIO’S
SUPER
SHELL

Less than 1600 copies left!
Buy ONE Today

4th & SAN FERNANDO
CYpress 2-2711

(or even two)

v
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BATES TRIES ONE

SJS Meets UOP Tonight
In Bid for 3-0 WCAC Mark
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NBA Rookie Humbles
Celtic’s Bill Russell
Press International
By tailed

Walt Fiellamy added the clinchanybody who
er Wednesday for
National Basthinks he isn’t the
ketball Association’s rookie of the
year: a man-to-man triumph over
Bill Russell.

I SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
£1 HAIR DRYER
Hours: 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.
NO WAITING

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates

3 MOs. 18

di"e"i"S":ff
BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Third & San Fernando

6 -toot,

I I -ineh

1{11141.111,

out -rebounded

him.

Bellamy

33-14,

and

30-18,

to

lead the Chicago Packers to a
103-90
victory
over
Boston
Wednesday night. The alit snapped the Packers’ seven -game
losing streak and

handed the
Celtics’ their seventh loss in 39
games.

Bellarny’s 12 rebounds in the
second period sparked a surge
that enabled the Packers to break
away from a 19-19 tie to a 48-37
halftime lead. The Packers remained in the lead the rest at
the way despite a game-total of 21
points by Bob Cousy.

MS LAUNDROMAT
497 N. 13th

USE OUR "RENT
TO OWN" PLAN

The

out -scored

The Syracuse Nationals defeated the St. Louis Hawks,
134- I 22, and the Philadelphia
Warriors beat the Detroit Pistons, 113-110. In other games.
Hal Greer scored 36 points and
Dave Gambee added 30, each a
personal home court high, to lead
the Nationals, who scored their
seventh victory in 10 games since’
Dolph Schayes was sidelined. The!
Warriors clinched their triumph!
over the Pistons on Tom Me- !
schery’s field goal with 16 see-:
onds left. Wilt Chamberlain had ,
39 points for the Warriors.

************************************************a

A,,,,),
161g1

SELF SERVICE

LAUNDERETTE

I 15c WASH * 10c DRY
1,

!

LOTS OF ROOM TO STUDY WHILE YOU WAIT
.. . OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 P.M.

;
409 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
4
*
(Between 9th & 10th Streets)
i **** ********************************************

eelerx ipom
Xidterm ptekwre e
35’ a Line
till -DENT RATES

DOWNTOWN BOWL
375 W. Santa Clara

......111.1.1.4=1.1.11441.11.11146.

REBOUND BATTLESan Jose State forward Dennis Bates gets
off a short jump shot under the basket in last Monday’s San JoseSt. Mary’s battle at the Civic auditorium. The Spartans won their
second straight game in WCAC action, 51-37. Bates will be in
the starting lineup tonight when the local cagers invade Stockton
for a battle with the UOP Tigers. The game will be played in the
Stockton Civic Auditorium beginning at 8 p.m.

NCAA Penalizes
Four Members

By FRED RAGLAND
Coach Stu Irunan’s Spartan
cagers go after their third straight
West Coast Athletic Conference
victory tonight when they tangle
with University of Pacific in
Stockton’s civic auditorium at 8
p.m.
The league -leading SJS five
won’t be expecting to find a pushover in the Tigers, in spite of
Pacific’s unimpressive 5-8 season
record and 0-1 WCAC mark.
UOP gave the Spartans quite a
scare in the consolation finals of
the WCAC tournament last month,
forcing SJS to go into overtime
to gain a narrow 49-47 victory.
Coach Inman said yesterday he
expects "one heck of a game"
with the Tigers. He added, however, that San Jose will be stronger "personnel-wise" than it was in
the first UOP game.
Both center Joe Braun and
forward Bill Robertson, the leading scorers for SJS this season,
were out of action in that one.
forcing Inman to dip into his reserves for starters.
Braun will be playing his last
game for SJS tonight. His eligibility runs out with tonight’s
game, the last of the semester
for the Spartans.
Inman plans to start the same
five tonight that started in the
Spartans’ 51-37 win over St.
Mary’s Monday . . . guards Gary
Gresham and Bill Yonge, center
Braun and forwards Rolf Dahl and
Dennis Bates.
Guard Vance Barnes and
Robertson will not start but will
be ready if needed.
An SJS win coupled with some
upsets down in Los Angeles tonight and tomorrow night would
greatly enhance Spartan chances
for a WCAC title.
Santa Clara meets Pepperdine
and University of San Francisco
takes on Loyola tonight in the Los

Angeles Sports Arena. Santa
Clara and USF trade opponents
tomorrow night.
Santa Clara currently is 1-0 in
conference play while defending
champion Loyola has not yet seen
action in WCAC play.
COP is led by Ken Stanley, 6-3
senior syliarl
the league

* * *
SJS Frosh Five
Battles Pacific
Yearlings Tonight

4th - Across from the

TV & RADIO REPAIRS
Used Sets For Salo

PAYLESS TV
Cr 5-5570

716 N. 4th

PALM BOWL
W. San Carlos

1523

CV 4-2810

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR a DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

From $4 50 to $7 00
Drive-in Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph G. Caldwell. Manson

,C(pross 4-9414
TIRT PROOF CONSTRUCTIoN
TELEVISION

RANOUET ROOMS

COFFEE SHOP

FOUNTAIN

MONTGOMERY
HOTEL
:an Jose,

South First St. ot Son Antonio

C tlifo,

cemi linnud calk
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CHICAGO (Ut.iiThe National Collegiate Athletic :1ssociation
Council yesterday placed New Mexico state university, the University of Utah, Humboldt state college and Whitworth college on
probation for violation of the NCAA code.
New Mexico state drew the stiffest penaltythree years probation. The other schools were placed on probation for one year. AU
probationary periods were effective immediately.
New Mexico state was cited for three infractions of the NCAA
code, and one questionable. practice.
In addition to the three-year probation, the council ruled that
New Mexico state would not he eligible to participate In any television program subject to the NCAA administration and control.
Utah was placed on probation for providing excessive financial
assistance to two athletesa football player who was revealed to
has i received $26.30 over the financial limit during one year, and
a basketball player who was granted a special 30-day loan of $150
which was not repaid 18 months after maturity. The basketball
player also was provided parttime employment and, the council said,
received pay for work not done.
Utah also was cited for providing transportation for the same
basketball player from New York City to Salt Lake (’Ity to assure
he would enroll at the university.
During the period of probation, the council said, the Utah basketball team would be ineligible to participate in the NCAA basketball championships and "those invitation and like basketball events
which cooperate with the NCAA in its enforcement program."
Humboldt state, Arcata, Calif., and Withworth, Spokane, Wash.,
were cited for taking part in post-season football games which were
not sanctioned by the NCAA. In one of the games. on Dec. 3, 1960.
Humboldt state and WIthworth opposed each other at Eureka, Calif.
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Block Tuxedos
White Dinner Jackets
Directors Coats
Black Informal Dress Suits

tiler’s

Ii

GET TOP PRICES at

CO.
ROBERT’S BOOK Library
On

6.7 sophomore center
-

San Jose State’s nosh hoopsters will try to get back in the
win column tonight when they
battle the University of Pacific
frost’ at 6:15 p.m. in Stockton
prior to a varsity clash between
the two schools.
The Spartan frosh, which has S
lost its last three contests, will ’
have to face its UOP counterpart
without star center Joe Kn.%
Knox suffered a knee dislocation:
in Monday’s 48-41 loss to St.!
Mary’s.
Coach Dan Glines’ Spartababes
will look to Ron Labetich and
Rick Wentworth to carry the
scoring load in Knox’s absetLabetich tallied IN ;r7:iinst
Mary’s,

TUXEDO
RENTALS

WE BUY
BOOKS

in scoring last year with a 21.9
average. Stanley scored 21 points
in the Tigers’ last outing, a 75-63
loss to St. Mary’s Saturday.
Other COP players likely to
see action tonight are Richard
Davey. 6-3 guard, John Nichols,
6-6 forward, and Leo Middleton

0)osRer’s Lit
""iii" Nimr
(San Jose State College)

ektio,

50 South Fourth Street

COMPLETE MEN S FORMAL Vv EAR
ANC, ACC rssoRtrs
RENTALS SALE,
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Armistice Long Way Off-President Kennedy
Pres. Kennedy Tells
Of Missile Increase

How Congress Reacted
WASHINGTON (ETU -President Kennedy’s State of the
propceads yesterday drew warm praise from eongrewsional
th.snocrats and Inaniediate opposition from Republicans.
Union

WASHINGTON I UPI t -President Kennedy’s State of the Union
message yesterday indicated the administration has boosted from 1300
to approximately 1600 its goal for land arid sea-based strategic missilts to be deployed by 1965.
The President said his new budget requests, to be presented to
’f00 additional Polaris and Mm-

congress Jan. 15.

loan missiles."
DEPEND
US

FOR

YOUR

l’he additional missiles will form
t of the military strength which
President said must be marinated "so long as fanaticism and
brood over the affairs of

UPON
ALL

BEAUTY

NEEDS!

Fonds have already been appro.
:ated for a total of 1300 miss, including 464 Polaris subSTAR PHARMACY
irine-based types and 600 solid888 E. Santa Clara
:iiled Minuteman intercontinental
CY 3-3575
Son Jose
,tlistic missiles. The first of the
’ I quiteman missiles are to be warin mid-1962. Others in the
WE SPECIALIZE IN
i300 already funded are Atlas and
Titan ICBMs.
Defense officials refused to go
ALL SWISS AND AMERICAN
ALL
neyond the President’s words. But
WATCHES CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY
he apparently was referring to
one additional wing of Minutemen,
which would be 150 more missiles ’
and would bring the total number!
ol wings to five.
His phrase "nearly 300 additional" indicated he may ask for
funds for nine more nuclear-pow(’led Polaris submarines, that
,s(iold add 144 missiles.
The Navy already has received
funds for 29 Polaris submarines,
JEWELERS
’ each carrying 16 missiles, to be
1517 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
completed by 1965. The Navy’s ulSAN JOSE
timate goal calls for 45 Polaris
sErwEEN PAYSHORE OVERPASS AND
NEW SAFE-wAT SUPER mokitgET.
subs.
Complete Drug Store
PR( SCRIPTION SPECIALISTS

REPAIRING

a

SUMSKOPS

"ATTENTION"

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS

File request for standby authority to cut Income taxes to
combat a recession was quickly attacked by the GOP.
’Senate Republican Leader Everett M. Dirt:Nen said the proposal "appears as a request for congress to surrender its authority in this field and would seem to be a movement In the direction of centralized executive power."
The Illinois senator said of the over-all message that it "is
like a Sears Roebuck catalogue wills the ’old prlees marked up."
He said the speech "van hardly be called is great message
called a bad one." Dirksen concluded: "One thing
nor sass it
is eertain and that is that them- requests us ill snake the New
Frontier blaze wills controversy."
Speaking for the Demswrats was Senate Leader Mike Mansfield (Mont.). He said. "It is a statement that has the authentic
earmark of greatness. It points the way, first, to us hat must
for the progress of all our citizens. On that
be done at h
base, it plots rational leadership for the advance of freedom and
peace in the world."
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.) said the speech "Is
a prescription of strength and responsibility for world leadership."
Humphrey. who opposed Kennedy
maries in 1960. particularly welcomed
tions for domestic welfare legislation.
a "message of optimism and a renewed

The senior GOP memiwr of the senate finanee 1.0 llllll Mee,
Sen. J01111 J. Williams (Del),
will immediately he would
oppose standby tax cutting powers for Kennedy.
"I am not in favor of congress delegating its authority to
change tax rates to the President," Williams said. Ile said such
power nould give the President a powerful political weapon to
UNA during vampaign years.
Sen. John G. TrliWerr (R -Tex.) also objected to the tax proposal which would "require a constitutional amendment."
He said the message followed what he called the New Frontier trend "to spend more and more and make government bigger
and bigger."

- Congress Debates Kennedy. Concedes
JFK’s Popularity ’Some Disruptions’

WASHINGTON (UPI)- Democrats and Republicans drew their
battle lines in congress yesterday
and immediately began squabbling
over whether President Kennedy’s
’ popularity will affect the fate of
HOFFEE’S GARAGE
CY 3-2961
his legislative program.
Owner, Marvin Hoffer,
During Wednesday’s opening.
I Blk. W of Coleman Bet. Hedding & Freeway, San Jose
day amenities, senate Democratic
Mike Mansfield (Mont.)
Ileader
pointed to public opinion polls
showing Kennedy is popular with
79 per cent of the people.
This, said Mansfield, means "the
2 app. boarding house contracts, Coll
CLASSIFIED RATES:
MI es or John K. after 6 p.m. climate for progressive legislation
25c A line first insertion
1953 S(ude. hardtop, A -I condition, 25 is good."
20c a lino succeeding insertions
M.. Shorey, CY 8-5968.
2 lino minimum
But conservative Sen. Barry
Kasths Comb’s 6’9", excellent cond. with Goldwater IR-Ariz.) said, "I don’t
TO PLACE AN AD:
- ’"q. Head’s 6’9 I yr. old with
Jim. CY 74136.
think his popularity will rub off
Coll at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
on the session. The people are very
women,spring
contracts,
3
approved
apt.
Send in Handy Order Blank
- $190. 357 So. 4th, # I I. CY 5.2649. concerned about foreign relations
with Check or Money Order.
and high spending."
No Phone Orders
Two contracts for solo - same room.
Mansfield announced that the
;no Cb.nger or Judy, CY 5-9547,
senate would get down to business
For Sale
2 brd. hie. contracts. $325 sem. Call1monday, taking up a bill designed
-la Koch or Nancy Philip, CY 5.9911
ar: boarding house csntrec
to ease the tax impact of a court
App. opt. cont. available now. Ginger. order directing DuPont to dispose
4-3032.
CY
:-’1
I
A:
$30 rno. 563 Sc.
of its stock in General oMtors.
rgreaves. CY 5.9931.1
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A,
Z.-- r. ’able model AM /FM
One mai* student to share apt. with two
’639.
:
of same $35. 555 S. 8th St.
Little Eveie Knows
App.
b,
hso. contract. Call Jerry,
Apts.
suitabl for 2, 3, or 4 men only.
CY 3-9 r 43 So. Sh. One half block Swimm-nq
Where To Pick The
pool. 686 So. 8th St, Mgr.,
ai., tr 19. CY 3.8864,
Right Products orfer.
Eir-s
Sta.
Wag.
Ply.
’51
Cell CY 3 Close to college-Large, clean apt. with
6 bor 426c Lundy Ave.
3953 ir
both, for 3 or 4 girls. Inquire mgr.. 445
Contract for app. bed. .hc.se, I :7 No. So, St, St.
CY 7.9774.
tt, St.
. Le
I & 2 bdrm. apts., pool. garage, stu.
Men’s ski boots, .;,:e .1 and men s ski dents. 2 blocks from college. 121 No
8th. Mgr. apt. #l, CY 5-3485.
Repairing by Qualified Mechanics
Completely Equipped Shop
Genuine Parts Replacement
Guaranteed Work -Plus Real Savings
Parts Available - Sunday
Eveainni
OPEN 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.-Incl. Saturdays
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Consul, ’SI, runs wall, bocci rubber. 518S. Furn, mph., mod. 1 hr. with w/w carpets
used fecil. Avail, now and Fob. I. See
Se’. FR 8-6186.
!mgr.. 536 So. 8th. #5; CY 4.5744.
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Contract for app. brd. ho:.se
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Stereo. FM tuner, preamp. 70 watt emp
All 0,0 w 1115. Or amp. & preemp 5135. Room and board, male. Lovely home.
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Ron CY 3-2079 after 6 pre.
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Contract, Wendy Glen II. 2 girls per
rm 10 meals a week with kit, pro,
Sherry Sink, CY 3-9851 or CY 3-9589.
epp. lord. Ilse. Wendy Glen
11, 525 So. 9th. Parent very ill ,n L. A.
Sheircire, CY 5-9972.

Contrast for

Male student to share 3 bedroom
Wow Glen. CY 2 -ISIS.

home

99 So. 12th, near college, adult students
-..-seco,ated. furnished, very attractive.
, ace. fireplace, hardwood fl-. s ti
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Supplies

Nolo Wootod
Church organist needed.
CY 3-3838.
for part-time work.
CL 8.3188.

Male student
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By MERRIMAN SMITH
PresiWASHINGTON
den Kennedy asked congress yesterday for new economic weapons,
au:luting power to cut tariffs now
and lower personal income taxes
in is recession, to help strengthen
Atneriea in she struggle against
4.40/1M1.111ISM.

In his State of the Union message, the President said an armistice in the cold war seems "a long
stay off."
lie therefore proposed an array
of economic, defense and foreign
prliey measures keyed to the theory that prosperity must be maintained at home to successfully
counter the communist economic
and military threat abroad.
"Our nation is commissioned by
history to be an observer of freedom’s failure or the cause of its
success," he said. "Our overriding
obligation in the months ahead is
To fulfill the world’s hope by fulfilling our own faith."
Among his major domestic pmhiatus was a request for presidential standby authority, subject To
rongressional veto, to lower personal income taxes within a specified range and time. The aim, he
said, would be to "slow down an
economic decline before it has
dragged us down."
ON ROAD TO RECOVERY
Kennedy said he was asking for
ouch authority now, even though
the country has bounced back
from the recession and now is on
"the high road to recovery." because "the time to repair the roof
is when the sun is shining."
He sought authority to eliminate
some tariffs and cut others as
much as 50 per cent so the United
States can compete with the Euro.
pean common market.
"Members of congress," he advised his listeners. "the United
States did not rise to greatness
by waiting for others to lead."
OPPOSITION VOICED
Republican congressmen immediately assailed the tax-cut plan.
Senate GOP leader Everett M.
Dirksen said it "appears as a request for congress to surrender its

The President conceded in his
State of the Union message that
the call-up of 155,000 reservists
and National Guards last fall
caused "some disruptions and distress." But he added:
"The overwhelming majority
bore their burdens- and their nation’s burdens
with admirable
and traditional devotion."
He referred briefly to many
other steps taken to increase military strength, including his order
for two more Army combat divi- 1 costs
too s tlobmuocfbstopetnadkeLustantdhe lefirstarn
heard
sions, the reactivation of more
about a bargain untogimented fun
than 70 naval vessels and an intour. Reduction for three or more.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
crease of nearly a dozen wings
Pasadena, Cali(.
2554 Serous.,
in the tactical air forces.
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rection of centralized exerutive
Sen. Hornet E. Capehart
Ind.) considered the request Ulu constitutional and predicted congress would not approve. Sen. John
J. Williams fft-Del.). senior GOP
member of the senate finance c(iiiimittee, said he would oppose 11
request.
Democrats, led by senate leaderMike Mansfield, praised the in:’’
sage. Mansfield said it had "10’
authentic earmark of greatness
. plots rational leadership for,
.
the advance of freedom and peace I
In the world."
APPLAUSE FOR JACQUELINE
The house was packed as the
President delivered his frequently
applauded message on a bitterly
cold Washington day. Watching
from the galleries was his wife
Jacqueline, who recived two rounds
of applause when she entered.
Despite its sober tone, Keture,1 ’s
message was somewhat less
than the one he delivered a year
ago shin -I iv after takitn office. Ile
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Single men under 25: $252 less $43
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$10/20,000 Bodily Injury liability;
$5,000 Property Damage and $500
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
comparable savings. Payments can be
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Call or write for full information to
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue,
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day & site).
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show you the easiest-to-own Chevrolet Convertible you ever flipped
a top over! Get a load of that
broad-loop carpeting, the elegant
instrument panel, and the leatherlike vinyl on those bucket seats*
up front. We call it Fisher Body
finesse. What else will you find?
I’lenty of zip, for one thing, front
a spunky 6. Plenty of room, too.
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